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Chapter 1 The Importance of MIS 
 
 
 
 

1 -4. Abstract reasoning. 
 

a. Define abstract reasoning , and explain why it is an important skill for 

business professionals. 

b. Explain how a list of items in inventory and their quantity on hand is an 

abstraction of a physical inventory. 

c. Give three other examples of abstractions commonly used in business. 

d. Explain how Jennifer failed to demonstrate effective abstract reasoning skills. e. 

Can people increase their abstract reasoning skills? If so, how? If not, why not? 
 

 
 

1 -5. Systems thinking. 
 

a. Define systems thinking , and explain why it is an important skill for 

business professionals. 

b. Explain how you would use systems thinking to explain why Moore’s 

Law caused a farmer to dig up a field of pulpwood trees. Name each of the 

elements in the system and explain their relationships to each other. 
 

 

c. Give three other examples of the use of systems thinking with regard to 

consequences of Moore   ’s Law.
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d.       Explain how Jennifer failed to demonstrate effective systems-thinking 

skills. e. Can people improve their systems-thinking skills? If so, how? If not, why 

not? 
 

 
 

1 -6. Collaboration. 
 

a. Define collaboration , and explain why it is an important skill for business 

professionals. 

b. Explain how you are using collaboration to answer these questions. 

Describe what is working with regard to your group’s process and what is not 

working. 

c. Is the work product of your team better than any one of you could have done 

separately? If not, your collaboration is ineffective. If that is the case, explain 

why. d. Does the fact that you cannot meet face to face hamper your ability 

to collaborate? If so, how? 
 
 

e. Explain how Jennifer failed to demonstrate effective collaboration skills. f. Can 

people increase their collaboration skills? If so, how? If not, why not? 
 

 
 

1 -7. Experimentation. 
 

a. Define experimentation , and explain why it is an important skill for business 

professionals. 

b. Explain several creative ways you could use experimentation to answer this 

question. 

c. How does the fear of failure influence your willingness to engage in any of 

the ideas you identified in part b? 

d. Explain how Jennifer failed to demonstrate effective experimentation skills. 
 

 

e. Can people increase their willingness to take risks? If so, how? If not, why 

not? 
 

 
 
 

1 -8. Job security. 
 

a. State the text      ’s definition of job security .



b. Evaluate the text’s definition of job security. Is it effective? If you think not, 

offer a better definition           of job security. 
 

c. As a team, do you agree that improving your skills on the four dimensions in 

Collaboration Exercises 1      -4 through 1-7 will increase your job security? 
 

d. Do you think technical skills (accounting proficiency, financial analysis 

proficiency, etc.) provide job security? Why or why not? Do you think 

students in 1990 would have answered this differently? Why or why not? 
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